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MODULE ORGANIZER

This module is divided into three sections: activities completed prior to the park visit (Pre-Field Study), activities 
conducted in the park (Field Study), and the activities completed subsequent to the park visit (Post-Field Study). 
In the Pre-Field Study activities, students learn about sources of trash and how trash moves into waterways as litter. 
Then your students will observe and collect data during an on-site visit to a national park in the watershed to 
investigate the impact of litter. When students return to the classroom, they will complete their data sheets as 
well as a Performance List to score their group’s work in the park. Then they will consider ways to address the trash 
problem both school-wide and through personal action.

Note: The teacher guide includes all the lessons, including student sheets. The student materials are included 
with the supplementary materials and can be printed out as needed.

TITLE GOAL(S) MATERIALS LIST
PRE-FIELD STUDY

Introduction • To explore the issue of solid waste 
management.

• To consider litter as a form of nonpoint 
source pollution in a watershed and to make
the connection between litter and its 
impact on local streams, rivers, the bay and 
ultimately the world’s oceans.

• Copies of introductory reading

Trash Tag • To investigate vectors by which solid waste 
becomes litter in waterways.

• To explore best management practices for 
reducing and eliminating litter.

Outdoor version:

on the field for the game.

Indoor version:
• Game board
• Playing pieces
• Task cards

Garbage Pizza • To sort and identify the different categories 
and amounts of trash diverted from landfills. 

• To create a model of the amount of waste 
that is not removed from the municipal solid 
waste stream.

• School glue

• Red food coloring

• Paint brush

• Pizza “toppings” representing the 
categories of solid waste: 

> scrap paper (for paper and paperboard)

> leaves/twig (yard waste)

> old keys (metals) 

> dry cereal (food waste)

> beads, soda bottle lids (plastics)

> rubber bands, scraps of fabric textiles, 
(tires, etc.) 

> safety glass from auto shop (glass)

• Permanent marker  

• Blank sticker name tags labeled with BMP
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TITLE GOAL(S) MATERIALS LIST
PRE-FIELD STUDY

Plastic Jellyfish To understand the environmental impact of 
litter in aquatic environments.

• Plastic waste from home

• Shallow tray or box 

• Re-sealable plastic sandwich bags (one for 
each pair of students)

• Soil (enough to cover the bottoms of all the 
trays)

• 1 tablespoon of 1-5mm diameter 
multicolored beads for each pair of 
students placed in sandwich bags

• Clock

• Paper towels

FIELD STUDY
What Kinds of Litter 
Trash the Park?

To collect and analyze litter. • Appropriate clothing

• Adequate food and drink

• All other materials will be provided

POST-FIELD STUDY
Data Analysis To classify the litter students pick up on their 

field study and understand its significance.
• Computer with Internet access

Trash Free Schools To apply understanding of litter as nonpoint 
source pollution to a practical policy 
discussion. 

• Materials may vary

Student Action Project:
Take Action!

To increase awareness of the need for 
individual environmental action.

• Internet access

RESOURCES
These resources will provide additional information on the subjects of all the activities. Teachers may use them as a 
personal reference, or may assign them to students as further reading.

The overview module, “Potomac River Watershed: Water, Water, Everywhere” contains several activities 
that introduce the concept of a watershed and nonpoint source pollution that are excellent supplements 
to this module. “Who Polluted the Potomac,” also in the overview module, provides the basic 
understanding of nonpoint source pollution.

NOTE:
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Introduction to Talkin’ Trash
ENGAGEMENT

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
This module and the field study in the park are designed to heighten 
students’ awareness and to help them understand the important role 
they play in the health of the watershed. The title of this module, Talkin’ 
Trash, suggests that each person can take an active role in the care 
and protection of Earth’s environment. The focus of this module is on the 
importance of understanding and reducing the litter problem.

After reading the introduction to Talkin’ Trash, discuss the ways trash is 
generated. Engage students by soliciting current knowledge of the trash 
problem and how each one of them might be contributing to 
the problem.

Treat the Earth well. 
It was not given to you by your parents.  
It was loaned to you by your children.

—Kenyan Proverb

A watershed is an area of land from which runoff (surface water from 
precipitation and springs) drains into a body of water. At one time, the 
Potomac watershed’s environment was hardly affected by the people 
living there. As the human population has increased, so has the waste 
we produce. Waste -or trash- is what people throw away from homes, 
businesses, government agencies, schools, and hospitals. It is generally
considered dry material, and is synonymous with garbage, rubbish, 
or refuse.

Currently Americans produce more than 210 million tons of municipal 
solid waste each year – the most of any country on earth. Although only 
10 -15 percent of solid waste is technically “hazardous,” all of it can harm 
people, wildlife, and the environment if not handled properly. Waste that 
starts out in a trashcan usually ends up buried in a landfill or burned in an 
incinerator. Waste that is not properly disposed of becomes litter. 

.

Today, the main issue is what to do with all this waste. How can we reduce 
the amount generated? Where do we put it? How can we process it 
without harming the environment, including ourselves? Solving these 
problems requires action by everyone. In this module, you will learn about 
litter in your watershed. In the field study activity of this module, you will 
visit a national park to collect litter in the park. Finally, you will have an 
opportunity to create a trash free school plan, to develop an action plan 
for other projects to improve the health of streams and rivers in your 
community, and to learn about best management practices (BMPs) to reduce
or limit pollution.

Goal:
• To explore the issue of solid 

waste management.

• To consider litter as a form of 
non-point source pollution 
in a watershed and to make the 
connection between litter and 
its impact on local streams, the 
river, the bay, and ultimately 
the world’s oceans.

Class Time:
20 minutes

New Terms and Topics:
• Trash

• Litter

• Solid waste

• Municipal solid waste

• Landfill

• Dump

• Garbage
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ENGAGEMENT
Trash Tag

Goal:
• To investigate vectors by 

which solid waste becomes 
litter in waterways.

•  To explore best management 
practices for reducing and 
eliminating litter.

Class time: 
At least 30 minutes. Game could 

Group Size:
Entire class or up to 30 students.

Special Considerations: 
Play in an open area such as a 

of obstacles and safety hazards.

Materials: 

game. 
Blank sticker name tags
labeled with BMP.

New Terms and Topics 
•
 
Best management practices 
(BMPs)

•

 

Storm drains

•

 

Litter laws

•

 

Broken windows theory

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Trash becomes litter when people dispose of it improperly. Once 
discarded, often along streets and sidewalks, litter is really ugly and can 
threaten plants and wildlife. When it rains, litter washes directly into 
waterways or through storm drain systems that empty into waterways. 

In addition, researchers have discovered that neighborhoods in decline
tend to attract crime – the “broken windows” theory. So, homes that aren’t 
kept up, or vacant lots that have litter piling up, tell outsiders that the 
residents don’t really care about their neighborhood. Alice Ferguson 
Foundation research finds that people say the most important reason 
they litter is simple “laziness” or “convenience.” A strong contributor 
to litter is existing litter. Litter on the ground sends a message that littering
is acceptable, so people add more litter.

Litter doesn’t come cheap. Litter cleanup is estimated to cost the United 
States $11.5 billion each year. Businesses pay about $9 billion each year 
to clean up litter, but schools, governments and other organizations pay 
for the rest.

Best management practices (BMPs) seek to reduce sources of pollution 
or limit the effects of pollution. BMPs often are activities started by our 
local governments, but there are also BMPs that a citizen can use to help 
support government efforts. BMPs for litter pollution include ways to 
prevent litter from reaching waterways like:

• Public education emphasizing the harm litter causes and 
encouraging proper disposal of trash;

• Engineering solutions, such as installing trash screens on storm drains to

• Cleanup efforts like trash pickups and street sweeping to prevent litter 
from reaching storm drains; 

• Enforcement of litter laws, which put a price on littering. Litterers make 
clear that enforcement would deter them, but very few people think 
there is a chance of getting caught.

• Policy which includes new legislation that encourages decreased 
use, and recycling, of commonly found litter items like plastic bags, 
beverage containers, and Styrofoam™.

Questions to ask your students:
• Why do litter and littering matter?

• What does litter say about a community?

• Have you littered? What? Why?

• How can you reduce litter?

• 

• 
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Trash Tag
ENGAGEMENT

This game can be played two ways: like classic tag, outdoors; or as a board game, indoors. The outdoor version
requires at least 15 players, or it should be altered to accommodate smaller groups. 

OUTDOOR VERSION: TRASH TAG

PROCEDURE:
1. Divide the playing field in half. In a gym, the center court line would be a good marker.

2. Designate one side of the field to be “the street.” Inside the street area, designate an area of roughly 
20’ x 20’ as “the storm drain” (large enough that one player cannot “guard” the entire area).

3. Designate the other side of the field to be “the town.” Inside the town area, designate two roughly 5’ 
x 5’ areas as “the penalty box” and “the trash can.” An example playing field is shown above.

4. All but five students will represent litter and will begin the game on the far side of the town near the 
penalty box and trash can. As pieces of litter, they will be carried by wind and stormwater runoff to the 
storm drain. Their objective is to reach the storm drain without getting tagged by a Best Management           
Practice (BMP). The litter may occupy any part of the playing field. Once the litter reaches the storm 
drain, it will flow with water into the Potomac River and its tributaries. 

5.
 

The five remaining students will each represent a different BMP to prevent litter from entering streams: 

• Reusable shopping bag – may only patrol the town. When tagged by a reusable shopping bag, litter must 
go to the trash can.
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ENGAGEMENT
Trash Tag

• Education – may only patrol the town. When tagged by education, a piece of litter becomes any BMP 
they chose.

• Street sweeper – may patrol only the street. When tagged by a street sweeper, litter must go to the trash 
can.

• Trash screen on storm drain – may only patrol the street. When tagged by a trash screen, litter must go to 
the trash can.

• Litter Laws – may patrol the entire area of the playing field. When tagged by enforcement, litter must go to
the penalty box. 

6.

 

The goal of the BMPs is to convert all litter into BMPs or send them to the penalty box.

7.

 

Once five pieces of litter reach the storm drain, they cause a new storm, which allows all litter held in 
the trash can to blow free and re-enter the game.

8.

 

Once in the penalty box, litter stays out of the game.

9.

 

The game ends when all litter reaches the storm drain or when the BMPs have the rest of the litter in 
the penalty box or convert all the litter to a BMP.

• Each student who represents a BMP will receive a sticker name tag indicating what BMP they are, where
they are allowed to patrol (street or town), and where the person goes once tagged.
 
 For example: Street Sweeper

(Street)
---> trash can

The “Education” BMP will need a sheet of pre-labeled name tags containing all the BMPs to hand out to
each piece of litter they tag. If a student is tagged by “Education,” that student becomes another BMP
and wears a name tag indicating the chosen BMP. If a student chooses to become “Education” they will
also need a sheet of pre-labeled name tags.

10. The game can be altered in several ways:

• Size of playing field

• Decrease the number of people needed to reach the storm drain

• Decrease the number of BMP players
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Trash Tag
ENGAGEMENT

TRASH TAG BOARD GAME:

MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Trash Tag Board Game (11” x 17”), one for each group of four students

• A set of Trash Tag game cards, one set for each game board

• Procedure (below)

PROCEDURE:
1. Get students thinking about litter. You might start the game by asking your students about their 

observations of people littering. 
Why do they think that people litter? Have they ever littered? If so, where and when have they littered? 
Are litter and water quality related in some way?

2. Pass out the board games, playing pieces and cards. Have students cut the cards apart and place them 
face down. 

3. The community service cards should be in a separate stack from the litter and BMP cards.

4. Play begins when the first player draws a card, reads it aloud and then follows the instructions. Turns 
move clockwise. If you land on a round storm drain, you go into the river. A community service action 
gets you out but you have to start over. 
NOTE: There are a few cards where the group has to make a decision about how to address a litter issue. 
For example, when a student has to speak with an adult about tossing cigarette butts out the car window.  

ASSESSMENT:
When students have completed the game, have them discuss ways in which they can reduce littering. You might 
ask them about other instances of littering that were not addressed in the game. If time permits, you might have 
them create new litter card scenarios for the next group of students who will play the game.  
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ENGAGEMENT
Trash Tag
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Trash Tag
ENGAGEMENT

You organize a “storm drain stenciling day 
in your neighborhood. Storm drains are 

stenciled with the words, ”Don’t Dump 
- Chesapeake Bay Drainage.” 

Go back to start and 
continue the game

You convince your school administrators to 
sanction a “Green Team” of teachers and 

students at your local school. Go back 
to start and continue the game.

You engage members of a local dog park 
to put up signs reminding others to pick up 

after their pet. Go back to start and 
continue the game.

You organize a neighborhood yard sale 
and donate all unsold items to a local thrift 

store. Go back to start and continue 
the game.

You get your family to use 
reusable bags whenever they 
shop at any store. Move ahead 
3 spaces.

You start bringing your lunch in 
a reusable sack instead of a 
paper bag. Move ahead 2 
spaces.

You need an outfit for an 
upcoming party. Instead of 
buying a new one, you go to a 
thrift store and find a gently 
used one. Move ahead 3 
spaces.

You educate your family’s lawn 
service business on the benefits 
of grass clippings and they 
initiate a comprehensive yard 
waste program. Move ahead 4 
spaces.

You notice a nearby construction 
site does not have any silt 
screens in place to prevent soil, 
dirt, and debris from washing out 
of the area. You contact the site 
manager, who installs screens the 
next day. Move ahead 3 spaces.

While walking your dog, you 
notice that many people have 
not picked up after their pets. 
You return later and clean up 
the area. Move ahead 3 spaces.

a
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Trash Tag
ENGAGEMENT
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EXPLORATION
Garbage Pizza

Goals:
• To identify the different 

categories and amounts of 
trash.

• To create a model of the 
amount of waste that is not 
removed from the municipal 
solid waste stream.

Method:
Students will construct a 
garbage pizza (a three-
dimensional pie chart) 
representing categories of 
materials recycled in the 
United States, and a category 
for all materials that enter the 
solid waste stream.

As an extension, students can 
also complete garbage pizza 
representing recyclables in
their county as well as the
materials that enter the solid 
waste stream.

Materials: 
OPTION 1:

 

• Cut circles from cardboard and 
proceed as directed. 

OPTION 2:

 

For each pizza dough: 

•

 

Mixing bowl

•

 

Spoon

•

 

Rolling pin

•

 

Pizza pan

•

 

•

 

2 cups salt

• Oil or shortening for greasing 
the pan

PROCEDURE:
THE CRUST

Option 1:Cut disks from a piece of corrugated cardboard.

Option 2:  Before class, prepare 3 “Garbage Pizza” crusts using 
the following recipe: 

1. 
1 cup water (adjusting water for
altitude and/or humidity) until a stiff 
dough forms. Knead as you would a 
bread dough. 

2. Flatten the dough into a well 
greased round 12” deep dish pizza 
pan, pressing the edges up the 
inside of the pan. Flatten out slightly 
until it looks like a pizza pie. 

3. Cut the pizza into the same slices or sections to look like the Municipal 
Solid Waste by weight pie chart template included in this lesson. 

4. Using a fork or knife, puncture each slice several times before baking 
to avoid expanding air pockets. Bake at 350º F for 40-45 minutes, or 
until golden brown. Check the pizza every 10 minutes or so and re-cut 
the sections. 

NOTE: If you do not cut the pizza before cooking, it’s nearly impossible 
to cut after it’s done. If you want your students to do the calculations 
for the different categories, they can simply use a permanent marker 
to divide the pizza up afterwards. 

5. Remove from the oven and let cool completely. Dough should be hard 
and dry. 

6. Mix approximately 4 oz. of white school glue with approximately 2 oz. 
of red food coloring (adding a drop of blue food coloring will darken 
the red, but is not necessary for a successful “sauce”) until you achieve 
the desired red tomato sauce look. Have students apply the sauce with 
a small paint brush in the classroom. Allow to dry thoroughly. 

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
1. Ask the students to define the words GARBAGE and TRASH. 

Garbage  refers to only the organic or food waste thrown away. Trash 
represents broken, discarded or worthless things, usually dry waste 
material (e.g., rubbish and other forms of refuse other than food). 
Brainstorm with students and list on the chalkboard all the waste items

(Used with permission from Keep America Beautiful: Waste in Place.)
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Garbage Pizza
EXPLORATION

thrown away at home or school. Use the following categories: paper, 
 yard, waste, metals, glass, plastics, wood, food wastes, and other. 

2.
 

Introduce the concept of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW). 
MSW is made up of trash and garbage from household, commercial 
(business), and institutional (schools and hospitals) sources in a 
community. Ask the class if the items listed on the board would also 
be found in a community’s MSW.

3.
 

Draw a circle on the board. 
Explain to students that all the 
waste thrown away in the United 
States will fit into this circle. This 
circle is filled with waste from all 
of the categories (paper, yard waste, 
metals, glass, plastic, wood, food 
waste, and other waste). 
Show students how much paper is 
thrown away by drawing a slice for 
paper (see chart included in this 
lesson). Repeat this demonstration 
for all eight categories. Reinforce the fact that the biggest slice, 
marked “paper,” means that there is more paper than any other item 
in MSW. The next largest slice is yard waste, etc. Ask the students why 
it might be important to know the amount and kinds of waste thrown 
away. By knowing what kinds and amounts of things are in MSW, 
communities can plan better programs to reduce the amount of waste 
disposed (e.g., office paper recycling, telephone book recycling, yard 
waste composting), and plan better waste handling options (e.g., 
waste-to-energy incineration, sanitary landfill).

4.
 

Announce that the class is going to make a garbage pizza (with 
garbage and trash). Collect the items you need for the toppings, 
or have the students bring them from home. 
Ideas of trash to use:

•
 
paper: old newspaper and magazines, construction paper scraps

•
 •
 
food: pasta, cereal, beans

•
 
plastics: beads, cut up grocery bags

•
 
metals: paper clips, old house keys 

•
 
other: rubber, leather, textiles, rubber bands, cloth scraps

•
 
wood: crafts sticks, toothpicks, twigs

•
 
glass: beads, mini Christmas tree lights, shatterproof glass from 
auto body shop.

PIZZA “SAUCE” 
• Craft glue

• Red food coloring

• Small paint brush

TOPPINGS – should include 
items from these categories : 

• Paper 

• Yard waste (leaves/twigs)

• Wood

• Metals (old keys, nuts/bolts) 

• Glass (you might be able to 

from an auto body repair 
shop)

• Food waste (dry cereal works 
well here)

• Plastics (lids from jars and 
bottles)

• Other waste (e.g., rubber, 
leather, textiles, misc. 
inorganic waste)

• Polyurethane or lacquer, 
optional to seal the pizza

New Terms and Topics:
•
 
Volume

•
 
Weight

• Generation

•
 
Recovery

• Recycle

find shattered safety glass
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EXTENSION: TURNING 
PERCENTAGES INTO 
DEGREES.  

The percentage of waste 
becomes a decimal —

so 37.9% becomes .379

which is multiplied by 360º 

to become 136º. 

(.369 x 360º = 136º)

Students can continue with the 
rest of the waste to determine 
the sizes of the slices of garbage 
pizza, and then use a protractor 
to get the correct measurement.

EXPLORATION
Garbage Pizza

5. Show the students the “pie chart” pizza dough. Glue the 
waste items onto their corresponding pizza slices with 
uncolored glue or a hot glue gun. 
For an added touch after the glue has dried, spray the garbage 
pizza with polyurethane or lacquer, available at your local 
hardware store. Share the garbage pizza model with other 
classes or the entire school. Have students team up and teach 
students in other grades about the MSW using the garbage 
pizza model.

6. Set up a table with items from the eight categories of MSW: 
paper, yard waste, metals, glass, plastics, wood, food wastes, 
and other. Make signs for each category and have students 
separate the waste items into the appropriate piles.

7. Students can make pizzas using the municipal solid waste 
figures for their county and city. Compare these to the 
national garbage pizza. 

QUESTIONS TO ASK:
• How are these different? What might account for the differences? (For instance, cities with government 

services might produce more paper waste than cities in rural areas.)

MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE COMPARISONS

Type of 
Municipal 

Solid Waste

United 
States 
(1995)

United 
States 
(2009)

Your Local 
Jurisdiction (you 
provide the data)

What might account for the 
change in MSW composition 

for this category? 

Paper 37.9% 28.2%

Yard Waste 14.6 13.7

Metals 7.6 8.6

Glass 6.3 4.8

Plastics 9.5 12.3

Wood 7.0 6.5

Food Waste 6.7 14.1

Other 9.4 11.8
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Plastic Jellyfish
EXPLORATION

Goals:
Students will (1) describe the 
potential effects of plastic waste 
on aquatic wildlife and habitat, 

they can take to help remedy the 
problem.

Class time: 
20- to 60-minute session or 
longer

Group Size:
Any

Method:
Students monitor the plastic 
waste production in their own 
households, research the effects 
of plastic waste on fresh water 
and marine life and propose 
various ways to lessen the 
problem.

Materials:
• Plastic waste from home

• A shallow tray or box (2 to 3 
ft2 in area) for each pair of 
students

• Soil or birdseed (enough to 
cover the bottoms of all of the 
trays)

•
 
Re-sealable plastic sandwich 
bags, one for each pair of 
students

• 1 tablespoon of tiny (1–5 mm 
diameter) multicolored beads 
for each pair of students (be 
sure that many are clear) 
placed in sandwich bags

•

 

Clock

•

 

Paper towels

BACKGROUND
The United States disposes of more than 200 million tons of trash each 
year, and the amount continues to increase. Thanks to better resource 
con s ervation, source reduction, and efficiency, communities are disposing 
of less waste than they did 10 years ago. Despite this fact, certain waste 
materials continue to affect wildlife. One area of concern involves plastics. 
Of the total amount of waste disposed per year, plastics contribute only 
11.7 percent by weight, or about 29.4 million tons. The issue surrounding 
plastic materials is that they do not decompose, and aquatic animals can 
mistake some plastics for food.   

According to a 1997 report by the Marine Mammal Commission, 
entanglement and ingestion incidents have been reported for at least 
267 animal species, including marine mammals, sea birds, and sea turtles, 
several of which are listed as threatened, endangered or depleted. 

sea for jellyfish, one of their favorite foods. As plastics accumulate in the 
intestines of such animals, starvation occurs slowly. 

Plastic litter is not only a problem in ocean environments. Plastic holders 
for beverage cans, baling twine, plastic bags, and discarded fishing lines 
found in fresh water (e.g., ponds, lakes, and rivers) and on land also 
threaten wildlife.

One of the newer concerns about plastic materials are resin pellets, the 
raw materials that are melted and molded to create plastic products. 
Resin pellets may be formed into various shapes (e.g., spherical, 
ovoid, cylindrical); sizes (range: 1- to 5-mm diameter); and colors (most 
commonly clear, white, or off-white). An estimated 60-billion pounds of 
resin, most of which is formed into pellets, are manufactured annually 
in the United States. The most commonly produced resins include 
polyethylene, polypropylene, and polystyrene. 

After being formed, the resin pellets are packaged and transported to 
processors for molding into plastic products. At many points in their 
creation, transportation, and use, the pellets may be spilled and carried 
by rain water and drainage systems into the aquatic environment. More 
recently, studies of aquatic debris conducted by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) revealed that pellets were among the most 
common items found in many harbors – 13 out of 14 harbors sampled. 
Pellets make up half of man-made debris in storm water discharge, and 
20,000 pellets can pass through some municipal waste water treatment 
plants each day. 

Several documented accounts describe pellet and other plastic ingestion 
by wildlife, most notably by seabirds and sea turtles. However, the 
impacts or biological effects of the pellets have not been clearly defined 

(Used with permission from Council for Environmental Education: Project WILD Aquatic K–12 Curriculum and Activity Guide.)
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EXPLORATION
Plastic Jellyfish

New Terms and Topics 
• Pollution

• Litter

• Plastic 

• Biodegradable

or demonstrated conclusively in most wildlife. Seabirds ingest pellets 
more frequently than any other animal (an estimated one-quarter 
of all seabird species are known to ingest pellets). Researchers suspect 
that pellets ingested by seabirds experience false feelings of satiation (i.e., 
the birds feel as though they have eaten) when they eat the pellets. 
Ultimately, the loss of nutrients may result in a decrease in energy 
reserves and an inability to survive adverse environmental conditions. 
The impact on sea turtles, fish, and other aquatic life have been 
less frequently studied and reported. 

Strategies to reduce the problem involve ways to prevent release of 
the pellets into the environment and ways to recapture them, including 
better employee education on handling procedures, better packaging, 
and more effective spill containment and cleanup. Regulations have 
been developed to specify compliance criteria. Many companies 
within the industry are already voluntarily implementing these EPA 
recommendations. 

PROCEDURE
1. Ask the students to collect and save every piece of plastic waste 

produced in their homes for a 2-day period. 
• Instruct the students to clean the items so they are free of leftover 

food or drink. Have students ask an adult to help them clean out 

 containers that held household cleaners such as ammonia, chlorine 
bleach, and such. These containers should be emptied and rinsed 
completely. 

• Either ask the students to bring these materials from home or make a
list of their plastic waste.

2.

 

Ask the students to separate the plastic containers into categories.
•

 

Have students classify waste in terms of how the materials might 
affect aquatic animals if they were not disposed of properly and 
ended up in an aquatic environment. That is, might the items be 
perceived as food? Might an animal become entangled in an item? 
Which ones are more likely to cause a problem for wildlife and which 

 ones are less likely to cause a problem?

3.

 

Explain to the class how plastics are produced as pellets that are 
transported to the manufacturers who create these plastic items. 
Sometimes the pellets are spilled and washed into aquatic 
environments. Because they are small and often colorless, they are 
difficult to recover. Ask the students to suggest ways this item might 
affect habitats and wildlife. Which animals do they think might be 
most affected?
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EXTENSIONS:

1. Have the students investigate the difficulty of 
recovering beads from different media such as 
water, sand, and different shades of soil. Allow 
two or three teams to investigate each media 
type. Compare the results.

2. Invite the students to survey their school 
grounds or community for plastic litter. Look 
to see if and where it exists. Investigate its 
potential negative effect on animals in the 
community. If there is damaging plastic litter in 
the community, ask the students to create an 
action plan that will increase public awareness 
of the problem and help take care of it (e.g., 
setting up a plastic recycling depot). Help the 
students put the plan into effect!

3. Establish a litter patrol. Designate specific 
targets such as nearby beaches, lakes, and 
streambeds. Establish scheduled tours of these 
areas to pick up plastic and other forms of litter.

4. Write a plastic-consumption conservation plan. 
Is plastic recycled in your home or community?  

 If so, how? If it seems appropriate, see if you can 
break some of your own plastic habits. Consider  
whether your own uses of plastics could be 
potentially damaging to wildlife and wasteful of 
natural resources. What courses of action might 
you personally take?

5. Take various types of plastic and put the items 
outdoors where they will not be disturbed 
for 1 month. Set up an observation schedule 
and a means of recording the date and the 
changes you observe in the plastic samples. 
What conclusions can you draw from your 
observations?

6.  Research the latest technology for making 
plastic biodegradable. What progress is being 
made in this innovation? 

7. Research any laws in your city, county, or state 
that attempt to address the problem of plastic 
pollution. What is the Marpol Treaty? Are there 
any bills before the state legislature? Before the 
U.S. Congress?

Plastic Jellyfish
EXPLORATION

4. Show the students the beads, and explain that plastic pellets are similar in size and color to the beads. 
Divide the class into pairs, and give each pair a sandwich bag containing a heaping tablespoon of 
beads and a tray of soil. 
• Ask the students to sort the beads by color on a paper towel, label the color of each pile created, and 

count the number of each color. 

• Have the students record the number for each color on the paper towel beside the corresponding pile of 

5. Direct each pair of students to sprinkle the beads evenly over the soil in the tray. When all beads are in 
the soil, tell the students to jiggle their tray vigorously for 30 seconds. Emphasize that they must not 
lift the tray, but keep the tray on the table. 

6. Ask the students to try to find all of the beads. Allow the students to look for exactly 3 minutes, 
placing the beads back on the paper towel in the original labeled piles. Time the students. When the 
time is up, have the students count the colors. 
• Record these numbers on the paper towel and on the class data chart. 

• Have students total the numbers of each color of bead.

NOTE: Older students may also be able to create a bar graph of these results. Have them list the colors.
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EXPLORATION
Plastic Jellyfish

along the bottom of the graph (X axis) and the number of beads up the left side (Y axis). Make two bars for 
each color: the original number of beads and the number of recovered beads. 

7. Discuss the students’ findings. Did they recover all of the beads? If not, why not? Which colors were 
the most difficult to recover? Why? 

8. Tell the class that most of the pellets that are produced are clear. How could the characteristics of 
the pellets contribute to their being picked up by birds? How do the characteristics of the pellets 
contribute to difficulties in recovering spilled pellets?

9. Have the class brainstorm actions the plastics industry might be able to take to minimize loose pellets 
in the environment. Do students think it would be easier for them to recover spilled pellets or prevent 
the spill in the first place? Why? What actions could government take? Have the students brainstorm 
ways they might help reduce all types of plastic waste in the environment. 

10.  Make sure that the students wash their hands after working in the soil. 

• Ensure all beads have been removed from soil before disposing outdoors.

 •
 
While the students are cleaning up, ask them to name any plastic products they used in this activity that 
help keep waste out of aquatic environments if they are correctly disposed of (the plastic sandwich bags 
and the trash bags).

TECHNOLOGY CONNECTIONS
•
 
Use the Internet to research the effects of plastic waste on aquatic life.

•
 
Use a spreadsheet program to create an electronic chart for the class data. Graph the results.

•
 
Use the Internet to research the latest technology for making plastic biodegradable.

EVALUATION
1.

 
Give three examples of ways that plastics could enter an aquatic food web. 

2.
 

Describe the effects of plastic waste on aquatic animals.

3.
 

List two things you can do to prevent harm to wildlife from plastic litter.

4.
 

What are two ways that governments or industries can reduce the number of plastic pellets that enter 
aquatic environments?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Additional resources are available on the AFF website, fergusonfoundation.org, and in the supplementary 
materials.
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SAMPLE CLASS CHART
Teams

1  2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Color Totals
Red

Starting number

Recovered 
number

Blue

Starting number

Recovered 
number

Clear

Starting number

Recovered 
number

Green

Starting number

Recovered 
number

Purple
Starting number

Recovered 
number

Yellow

Starting number

Recovered 
number

Plastic Jellyfish
EXPLORATION
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Plan Wisely for Your Students’ 
Field Study ENGAGEMENT

Goal:
To help students plan and 

local national park.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
It is crucial that all students be prepared for the field study in the park. 
For many students, working outdoors will be an unusual and challenging 
experience. You should review the information in this section carefully 
with your students to help them prepare mentally for the field study, 
and to ensure that they have the appropriate dress and supplies to be 
comfortable in the park. You may have to review this information several 
times before the park field study to be sure all students understand the 
required preparations and plan well for their visit. Listening to the weather 
and developing a what-to-wear list for the day is a great homework 
assignment or class discussion in advance of the field study. Some 
teachers do a dry run a few days in advance of the field study by having 
their students come to school wearing their field study clothes with their 
backpacks packed as if for the field study.

Before the site visit, review the directions for data collection and 
completion of the Talkin’ Trash Data Sheet. Students can read the resource 
section that provides the information they will use in the park. 

The AFF educator and National Park Service Ranger will have all the 
supplies for the field study activities. 

PARK INFORMATION:
Students can review information about the park and its history on the 
Bridging the Watershed website at fergusonfoundation.org.

THINGS TO BRING:
•

 

There won’t be a place to buy food. Students must bring a bag lunch 
and plenty to drink, preferably water. For students on a school lunch 
plan, let the cafeteria manager know about the field trip a few days in 
advance to ensure that a bagged lunch will be available.

•

 

The hotter the weather, the more students should bring to drink. Have 
students pack their lunch and drinks in a backpack or bag that they can 
easily carry into and out of the park study site.

•

 

Keeping in the ecology-minded spirit, suggest that students make their 
lunch as trash free as possible. Some areas and parks do not have trash 
cans. What is packed in must be packed out. 

•

 

Make sure that students bring their own sunscreen and insect repellent 
if desired.
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ENGAGEMENT

PARK STEWARDSHIP:
• Remind students that collecting of any kind is not permitted in National Parks.

• Remind students to take only photographs and leave only footprints. 

TIPS ABOUT CLOTHING:
• Students should wear comfortable clothing that allows them to easily move, hike, bend, and climb. Students 

may have to gather data in a wet and muddy environment, so they should choose clothes they don’t mind 
getting wet and dirty.  

• Dress for the weather. In cool weather, encourage students to wear layers of clothing to keep them warm in 
the early morning, but that they can remove later in the day or while working. If the forecast calls for possible 
rain, students should 
wear a waterproof 
jacket, hat, and shoes, 
and bring a plastic bag 
for materials.

• Even in warm or hot 
weather, encourage 
students to  
wear long pants and a  
long-sleeved shirt for  
protection from poison 
ivy and briars.  
Students  
may be in  
a wooded  
area or  
may walk  
through tall  
grass to get  
to their field  
study site. 

The data sheets your 
students will use on their 
field study are included 
here so they can be well-
prepared for what they will 
be asked to do in the park. 
You will not need to bring 
these with you. Your AFF 
educator will have all the 
materials you will need for 
your field study.

Plan Wisely for Your Students’ 
Field Study
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Plan Wisely for Your Students’ 
Field Study ENGAGEMENT
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What Kinds of Litter Trash  
the Park? EXPLORATION

Goal:
To collect and analyze litter at a 
national park.

Class Time:

in a single 4-hour visit to a 
national park.

Group Size:
Students will work in groups of 
4-5 students.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
In this activity, students will work in groups to collect litter in a specified 
area within a park. As they collect the items, they will sort them by type 
of litter. Then students will determine the number of bags and mass for 
each category of litter collected by their group. When the students return 
to the classroom, they will combine their data with the data collected by 
other groups to complete their analysis. By collecting and analyzing the 
litter in the park, students will be performing a service for the park on two 
levels: removing the actual trash and reporting their trash analysis to the 
park managers.

PROCEDURE:
1.  Work in assigned groups. One person will be the group recorder.

2.  Complete the first half of the data sheet.

3.  Get six trash bags and label them with the categories from the 
Data Collection table on the data sheet.

4.  Choose a specific item you see that interests you and label your 
sixth bag with the name of this item. Examples include balls, shoes,
straws or children’s toys. Keep a count of the number “special” 
items found.

5.  As you pick up each piece of litter, put it into the appropriate bag. 
Use the spaces under “other” to note any unexpected items you 
may find.

SAFETY WARNING

• DO NOT PICK UP needles or other sharp objects, aerosol cans, 
soda containers that are unopened and bulging, or anything else 
that is not safe to handle.

• NOTIFY the park ranger if you encounter any of these items.

• The AFF Educator will discuss the types of objects you should 
avoid collecting.
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EXPLORATION

What Kinds of Litter Trash 
 the Park?

6.  When you have collected all of your litter, count the number of bags in each category. The group 
recorder should record the total on the Data Collection table.

7. Use the spring scale to measure the mass of all the litter found in each category. Record the mass 
on the Data Collection table.

8. 
 

What happens to the litter you have collected?
If this litter had not been outdoors, it could be disposed of properly. Recyclable items would be disposed 
of in a recycle container. Reusable items would be put to good use. However, because this litter has been 
outside, it is too dirty to go through the recycling equipment. Park personnel will put all the litter in the 
trash.
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Data Analysis
EXPLANATION

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Using the data collected, each group will prepare a summary report 
assessing the litter situation in the park. This report should be similar 
to a lab report. When they have completed their written report, group 
members will use the evaluation form to rate their own work.  

Groups can also access data from other classes on the Bridging the 
Watershed website at fergusonfoundation.org. This database offers an 
ongoing accumulation of comparative data about litter.

PROCEDURE, QUESTIONS AND POSSIBLE 
RESPONSES:
1.  While you were in the park, your group gathered data on litter. 

2. 

 

Share your group data from the park with other groups by
Completing Tables I and II:
Complete Table I: Class Summary for Litter Volume and Table 
II: Class Summary for Litter Mass. Calculate the percentage of 
waste volume and percentage of waste mass for each of the five 
categories of litter.

Goal:
To classify the litter students 

Class Time:
90 minutes

Group Size:
Students will work in groups of 
4-5 students.

Materials List for Each 
Group:
Computer with Internet access
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EXPLANATION
Data Analysis

TABLE I: CLASS SUMMARY FOR LITTER VOLUME (Sample)

Type of Litter Bags Per Group Total
Bags

% of Total
Litter VolumeA B C D E

1. Recyclable Drink Containers  
(glass, metal, narrow-necked plastic 
bottles)

1 3 2 2 1 9 23.7

2. Recyclable Paper  
(newspaper, office, cardboard) 1 1 1 2 1 6 15.8

3. Non-Recyclable Plastic  
(including Styrofoam) 2 1 1 1 2 7 18.4

4. Non-Recyclable Paper 1 1 2 1 1 6 15.8

5. Other (tire, toy truck, shoe) 1 1 1 1 1 5 13.2

6. Special 1 1 1 1 1 5 13.2

Total 38 100%

TABLE II: CLASS SUMMARY FOR LITTER MASS (Sample)

Type of Litter Kilograms Per Group Total
kilograms

% of Total
Litter MassA B C D E

1. Recyclable Drink Containers  
(glass, metal, narrow-necked plastic 
bottles)

1.2 4.0 3.4 2.8 1.4 12.8 23.8

2. Recyclable Paper
(newspaper, office, cardboard) 1.2 1.4 1.1 0.9 1.6 6.2 11.5

3. Non-recyclable Plastic
(including Styrofoam) 1.7 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.0 6.4 11.9

4. Non-Recyclable Paper 2.1 1.4 1.2 1.1 2.5 8.3 15.4

5. Other (tire, toy truck, shoe) 7.0 0.5 1.2 0.9 1.4 11 20.4

6. Special 2.5 1.0 1.7 2.5 1.4 9.1 16.9

Total 53.8 100%
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Data Analysis
EXPLANATION

3.  Calculate the percentage for recyclables of total litter. What percent of the total volume of litter was 
recyclable? What percent of the total mass of the litter was recyclable?

% Recyclable

Volume 39.5%

Mass 35.3%

4. Note the most common type of litter your class found. Give possible explanations for why you think 
this was the most common type of litter.

5. For your “special” category, write a paragraph describing how you think it got to the park and why it 
may be harmful to the watershed.

washed up on shore and stay there a long time.

6.  Fill in the following histogram to show the relative amounts of each group’s “special” item collected.

Group Item 1-9 10-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100

1
Soda

Straws

2
Fishing 

line

3 Balls

4
Styrofoam 

cups

5 Shoes

7.  Examine your data sheet to review weather conditions 24 hours prior to your field study. Begin your 
report by assessing the possible effects of those conditions on the amount and the location of the litter 
you saw.

8. 
 

Students will construct a final garbage pizza from the data collected in their field study.

9. 
 

Provide students with the Performance List. Use this list to evaluate your group’s final report, as well as 
your group’s data collection efforts in the park.

Using Performance Lists to Assess Student Work:
Performance lists are often used to assess and evaluate student work. Performance lists consist of criteria 

both students and teachers. Because of the design and intent of performance lists, feedback to students is 
analytical in that both strengths and weaknesses of the performance can be delineated. In the classroom, 
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EXPLANATION
Data Analysis

performance lists have proven to be the easiest assessment tools for the teacher to design and for the 
student to use. Typically, they are the first and most important steps toward building other assessment tools, 
such as holistic and analytical rubrics.

The essential performance criteria provided in the performance list are defined in clear, concise, descriptive, 
and unambiguous language so that all audiences understand that target performance lists are often best 
used for self-assessment.

assigning different point values. This serves to draw attention to the most important criteria for a particular 
performance. For example, suppose you decide to assign a scale of 0–5 points to element #1, which states, 

component of the performance and can be scored anywhere between 0 and 5 points. Element #2 states, 
“All class data are entered, and the totals and percentages for each type of litter for the class data are 
accurately determined.” By contrast, this task is assigned a 0 -10 point value. Obviously, element #2 receives 
greater emphasis for this particular performance. Thus, the various elements of the performance can be 
“weighted” depending upon the goals of the teacher. Points for all criteria can be totaled at the end and  
used for student revision and/or assignment of grades entered and an average total index.
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Performance List
EVALUATION

Group Members _______________________________________________________  Date ________________________

Performance Criteria Assessment

Points Group Teacher

1   All group data are entered, and totals are accurately determined.

2   All class data are entered, and the totals and percentages for each type of litter for the 
class data are accurately determined.

3   The histogram for the special category is completed and accurate.

4   The report begins with a detailed description of the study area and weather conditions.

5   The harmful effects of the special litter have been described.

6   The summary is clear and concise, and accurately re ects the ndings of the study.

7   Scienti c terminology and concepts are accurately explained and applied to illustrate 
major points of the report.

8   Visual aids (photographs, charts, graphs, and drawings, etc.) enhance understanding of 
the text.

9   Visuals are clearly titled, labeled, and referenced within the text.

10  Language used in the report is purposeful, descriptive, and appropriate for the 
intended audience.

Total

Teacher Comments:
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ELABORATION
Trash Free Schools

Goal:
To apply understanding of litter 
as non-point source pollution to 
a practical policy discussion. 

Time:
2-3 class periods.

BACKGROUND
The Trash Free Schools project was developed by the Alice Ferguson 
Foundation to address the gap between environmental education and 
the litter problem in the Potomac River watershed. A guidebook on AFF’s 
website will aid schools in reducing, reusing, recycling, as well providing 
education on these topics. Schools can become examples of the best 
management practices students have learned about in this module. 
This activity is intended to introduce the idea of becoming a trash free 
school – reducing source materials, managing solid waste responsibly, and 
eliminating litter - by allowing students to envision creating a Trash Free 
School. 

Scenario:  Your school district is asking schools to implement measures 
to reduce solid waste as an environmental and cost-saving measure. 
Less waste means a reduction in the cost of the solid waste hauling contract. 
You’ve challenged your students to create a plan for a Trash Free School to 
comply with the district request. In order to create the plan, students 
need to talk with various stakeholders to understand how this new plan 
will affect the various staff and administrators at your school. 

Your students might want to talk with the people in these jobs to get a 
feel for how a more aggressive recycling program would impact their 
jobs. The jobs include (but aren’t limited to):

• Principal – Will we need additional recycling containers? If so, who will 
pay for these? Are there other costs involved? Will this require more 
time of the custodial and office staff? How will teachers be informed 
about the new program? How will this program be sustained after the 
current students (who have initiated this effort) leave the school? 

• School office staff  
what will we need to do?

• Custodian – Will I have more trashcans to empty? My day is already 
filled with a lot of tasks to do. What happens if some of the recycle 
containers have garbage in them; will I be required to sort the 
materials?

• Kitchen staff representative  – Will there be changes in the way the 
kitchen handles waste? 

• Student – Will the Student Council Association be involved? How will 
students be informed of the Trash Free School initiative?
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Trash Free Schools
ELABORATION

• Teacher representative – What is the role of the teaching staff in the Trash Free School program? Will we 
need to be sorting trash in our classrooms? Will white paper and all other paper be handled in the same way?

• Athletic department  – We generate a lot of single-use bottles at sporting events, primarily from our 
concession stand. Will there be additional recycle containers at events? Who will empty those recycle 
containers after each event?

• School district representative – Since we are asking for schools to reduce their waste, what will you need 
from the district to make this happen at your school?

• Waste management company – You probably need to talk with us about how recyclables are collected. Each 
county, city, and jurisdiction handles waste in a slightly different way, depending on the markets they have for 
various recyclable materials. 

Students who are not researching a position can do some research on trash free school programs and start 
developing questions to ask the various stakeholders at the town-hall style meeting.

PROCEDURE FOR TOWN HALL–STYLE MEETING
1. Provide students with enough time to research their roles. Encourage them to speak with the people 

who do these jobs, to understand how a trash free school program would impact the jobs of these 
people. You can have several students work together for each of the roles above. 

2. Have each of the stakeholders prepare a pro/con chart for their presentation. 

3. To start out the Trash Free School town hall meeting, have your designated student organizer make the 
argument for a Trash Free School program. You can then have the various stakeholders respectfully ask 
questions about how the program will impact their jobs. 

4. Any students who weren’t assigned to a particular position can ask the stakeholders questions when it 
is the stakeholder’s time to present their concerns or support.

You should decide ahead of time how to accept audience questions addressed to each of the stakeholders.
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ELABORATION

Student Action Project: 
Take Action!

Goals:
To increase awareness of 
the need for individual 
environmental action.

What Your Class Can Do:
When students are ready to 
take the challenge, there are 
many great ways they can get 

head to the BTW website and 
check out our detailed guide  
on organizing a student-led 
conservation project.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Your students have looked at the problems caused by litter in the 
Potomac River watershed. Recognizing a problem is the first step to 
solving it. The next step is to take what they’ve learned and apply that 
knowledge at the local level in the community.

During the field study in the park, students investigated a portion of their 
e 

designed to heighten students’ awareness and help them understand 
the important role they play in the health of their watershed. The choices 
they make about how to interact with their environment make a long-
term difference, not only to the area in which they live, but also to the 
watershed as a whole. 

TAKE ACTION!
Visit the Ferguson Foundation website to find information on how to take 
on a watershed action project. We provide some step-by-step instructions, 
but students provide the inspiration and execution.
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Resources
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EPA Key Terms and Definitions
Trash: Material considered worthless or offensive that is thrown away. Generally defined as dry 
waste material, but in common usage it is a synonym for garbage, rubbish, or refuse.

Garbage: Animal and vegetable waste resulting from handling, storage, sale, preparation, cooking, and 
serving foods.

Solid Waste: Non-liquid, non-soluble materials ranging from municipal garbage to industrial wastes that
contain complex and sometimes hazardous substances. Solid wastes also include sewage sludge, agricultural
refuse, demolition wastes, and mining residues. Technically, solid waste also refers to liquids and gasses
in containers. 

Municipal Solid Waste:  Common garbage or trash generalized by industries, businesses, 
institutions, and homes.

Litter: 1. The highly visible portion of solid waste carelessly discarded outside the regular garbage 
and trash collection and disposal system. 2. Leaves and twigs fallen from forest trees.

Landfills: 1. Sanitary landfills are disposal sites for non-hazardous solid wastes spread in layers, compacted 
to the smallest practical volume, and covered by material applied at the end of each operating day. 2. Secure 
chemical landfills are disposal sites for hazardous waste, selected and designed to minimize the chance of 
release of hazardous substances into the environment.

Dump:  A site used to dispose of solid waste without environmental controls.

Source: EPA, 2011
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Sorting Through Garbage

Below is an excerpted version of “Sorting Through Garbage,” an article that appeared in the Winter 2010 issue 
of the University of Virginia Magazine. It discusses the issue of transporting trash, examines the relatively new 
problem of dealing with electronic waste, and contains some interesting trash statistics. To read the articles in their 
entirety, go to http://uvamagazine.org/features/article/sorting_through_garbage

 

 

U.Va. professor tackles the complexities of transporting trash
BY MAURA SINGLETON

Where does your garbage go? It’s a question that most Americans don’t think much about.

They also may not realize that, as a country, the U.S. produces the most trash on earth. In 2007, each American 
produced an average of 4.6 pounds of garbage per day, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
That adds up to 1,679 pounds a year. A family of four creates about 6,700 pounds of trash a year, more than the 
weight of a Chevy Suburban; and an individual would create the equivalent of 21 Suburbans over a lifetime.

To many Americans, that trash simply “goes away.” But its eventual destination rides on a squeaky wheel of 
economic, political, social and environmental decisions and uneasy tradeoffs.

Vivian E. Thomson (Grad ’97), an associate professor in U.Va.’s departments of politics and environmental 
sciences, is fascinated by trash. Peel back the top layer, she says, and what issues forth is ever more pungent. At 
the center of the stink is its paradoxical status as both pollution and commerce. Trash is publicly undesirable but 
commercially valuable.

This dichotomy is especially evident in Virginia. The state is a bona fide trash capital, the second biggest importer 
of trash from other states. Thomson focuses on Virginia in her new book, Garbage In, Garbage Out: Solving the 
Problems with Long-Distance Trash Transport. It examines the movement of waste across state lines to frame 
larger problems—“How much trash we generate; who gets to regulate it, and who must tolerate its dumping 
grounds,” she writes.

Trash is on the move as never before. By truck, rail and barge, it often travels hundreds of miles, headed for a 
“mega-landfill,” a private, regional waste disposal facility where the economies of scale are staggering. Virginia 
has 15 mega-landfills; one recently built facility “could in theory grow to be 500 feet tall, which is the height of 
the Washington Monument,” Thomson writes, “and could extend across an area equal to a thousand football 
fields.”

New environmental standards implemented in the early 1990s forced many municipalities to close their local 
dumps. Exporting trash to larger, privately run landfills became a cheaper option than upgrading public facilities 
to meet stringent state and federal regulations. Today, only a few multi-national corporations handle a substantial 
portion of the waste in the U.S.

Virginia’s current landfill capacity exceeds 20 years, according to the state Department of Environmental Quality. 
In past years, however, it has dipped below that mark. “The economy oftentimes plays a role in the rate of solid 
waste disposal, i.e., more waste disposal during prosperous economic conditions,” says Jeffrey Steers, the DEQ’s 
waste division director.

Two-thirds of Virginia’s mega-landfills are concentrated in southeast Virginia. Thomson notes that these facilities 
are disproportionately in areas that are rural and poor. But sometimes these communities have invited trash into 
their backyards, hailing it as economic development.

“Local officials have accepted these landfills as money machines. On the other hand, are they really? What will 
happen down the road when they begin to leak, because they will?” Thomson asks. “Who will pay?”

At the state level, trash is viewed as an “unmitigated environmental liability,” Thomson writes, “with no economi-
cally redeeming qualities.” Many former landfills, such as one in Selma, Va., are Superfund sites with cleanup 
running into millions of dollars.
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The Growing Tide Of Electronic Waste

“Our biggest challenge exists in advancing the cleanup of contaminated groundwater at old, closed municipally 
owned landfills,” says Steers, “where there is no current revenue stream to support corrective action.” But in 
Virginia, measures to impose a tax on garbage to establish an environmental cleanup fund have failed. The 
perception persists that throwing stuff away has no cost.

America can achieve high recycling rates, according to Thomson.  There are many models throughout the 
country of aggressive programs that are yielding results. It often comes down to a matter of political will. Even 
modest solutions can make a big difference in the long run, and “small incentives can go a long way to changing 
behavior,” she adds. Cities like Richmond and Falls Church in Virginia and Los Angeles and San Francisco in 
California have achieved recycling rates above 50 percent; San Francisco aims to send zero waste to landfills by 
2020.

“As a nation, we must take greater responsibility for the amount of trash we generate and for its adverse impacts 
on human health and the environment,” Thomson writes.  In so doing we will solve the real problems with 
long-distance trash transport.”

In the 21st century, electronic waste “surely looms as one of the newest and most daunting problems,” says 
Vivian Thomson. Electronic waste makes up 2 percent of our waste stream and is likely to rise. Televisions and 
computer tubes contain toxic metals such as lead, cadmium and mercury. But they also contain precious 
metals—gold, silver and platinum—that could be reused rather than buried underground.
 
 •  Americans own more than 3 billion pieces of electronic equipment.
 •  20 million TVs in the U.S. become outdated every year.
 •  In 2005, an estimated 1.5 million to 1.9 million tons of electronic waste were discarded.
 •  100 million computers and monitors became obsolete in 2003, a three-fold increase over 1997  
     levels.
 •  In 2005, there were an estimated half a billion unwanted cell phones in people’s homes. In terms of  
    precious metals, their combined worth was about $300 million.
 •  An estimated 80 percent of the energy consumed in the life cycle of a computer (including manufac 
    turing) could be saved through reuse.
 •  As of 2007, 14 states had adopted e-waste legislation or regulatory programs that include bans on  
    landfilling or incinerating electronic waste, and consumer fees to finance recycling and reuse. At the  
    federal level, there are currently no regulations controlling electronic waste, although the EPA has  
    indicated that a new international priority for the agency will be cleaning up e-waste.
 •  In the European Union, member states are required to establish take-back systems for electronic  
    waste.

Trash Stats
•  Twenty-five percent of all trash disposed or incinerated in the U.S. is transported across state lines.
•  The average American generates at least 29 percent more municipal solid waste than the average        
    counterpart in Europe and Japan.
•  Americans make 73 percent more trash by weight than they did in 1960 (2006).
•  In 2005-06, the national recycling rate in the U.S. was 33 percent while that in the EU-15 Member States    
   was 43 percent. 
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Landfills Filling Up, Recycling Needs To Increase, 
Studies Find
By Ayse Guner, Arizona Daily Wildcat, April 20, 2001

William Rathje, University of Arizona’s (UA) garbage studies project’s director for the past 30 years, wants his 
program that sorted more than 30,000 tons of solid waste to shut down.

He is not yearning to leave his job because his hands are getting dirty from touching solid waste. Besides, “you 
can’t scare an archeologist by saying you are going to touch garbage — they do it all the time,” says Rathje, an 
anthropology professor who is headed to Stanford University to teach. 

But the reason lies down beneath the ground, where most people don’t know how much garbage is deposited 
in landfills and how much of that could potentially become hazardous. In addition, the available landfills are 
closing up because the waste does not decompose the way it should, Rathje says.

While the recent efforts in the United States focus on reducing the amount of garbage by recycling — such as 
the garbage studies recent effort to form recycling programs for 300 Tucson businesses — the actual level of 
consumption is accelerating at a dramatic rate.

according to the garbage study’s findings — the only program worldwide where participants hand-sort and 
study garbage.

The idea to study garbage stemmed from two UA students, Frank Ariza and Kelly Allen, who in 1971 devised a 
class project to investigate garbage.

The students collected fresh garbage from two households in Tucson — one from a low-income and one from a 
high-income neighborhood — and hand-sorted the trash to make scientific analyses about human consumption 
and disposal.

Their professor, Rathje, was so impressed and amazed by their idea that he offered “garbology” as a class for 
the next three decades — and the class is still popular among students.

Carmen Ruiz, a recent University of Arizona anthropology graduate, was enrolled in garbage studies last fall, 
and she traveled to seven rural cities near Tucson. She sorted out the garbage, weighted and measured volume 
to form a recycling program for cities like Nogales and Douglas.

“When I got into this, I though it was disgusting,” she says about the r equired hands-on work. “But when 
you are actually sorting, you are amazed what you see in it. People don’t know what they can recycle and not 
recycle.”

Society’s consumption has increased because recent technology has created non-recyclable items, such as 
compact discs, that began filling up more space in landfills, says Kathy Cisco, a research specialist in the 
garbage studies project. Also, in the years that followed the Depression, people were reluctant to throw things 
away.

“We consume more because people’s lifestyles keep going up,” Cisco says. “You always want more for your 
children.”

The garbage studies project has been independently funded by government and private agencies to investigate 
environmental issues such as contamination to the ground water.
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hundreds of un-decomposed hot dogs, corn starch and lettuce dating back to the 1960s. They also found 2,425 
newspapers — still readable — that were essentially used to date the food.

All these findings have trashed the idea of what many people believed would happen in the landfills — 
biodegradation.

Biodegradation involves the breakdown of organic materials to rot away in a certain amount of time due to 
microorganisms. Over the years, people dumped materials in landfills assuming this process would eventually 
begin and allow more to be put in — however, the garbage project proved the contrary.

The problem the country faces today is that people run out of landfills because the dumped garbage has been 
accumulating, and recycling has not been contributing enough to the re-use of products — at least not yet.

For instance, the world’s largest landfill in New York — called Fresh Kills, which housed 2 billion tons of trash 
— was closed in March because of its overload. New York ’s 11,500 daily tons of municipal trash is now sent to 
landfills and incinerators outside the city.

The closure is one of many indicatives that North America is running out of room for garbage, especially in the 
East Coast, Cisco explains.

“You would be surprised to know how many people pay for their hazardous waste to be transported,” she says. 
“But me, personally, I don’t want their hazardous waste.”

Some of the hazardous waste in landfills include household materials like aerosol spray cans, pesticides, 
batteries and bleach bottles. Garbage studies excavated these in large quantities.

In order to combat the problem, Rathje and Cisco say, people need to recycle and consume less so that there 
eventually will be nothing left for the garbage project to study.

“But I don’t believe that is going to happen. I would like it to happen, but it is not going to happen,” Rathje 
says. “As long as people are around, there is always going to be some garbage.”

At the university level, UA transports its trash to the Los Reales landfill southwest of Tucson, and pays $23 per 
ton. Also, the recycling program, which began as a test program in 1989, became official one year later.

To date, the UA’s recycling program has gone from recycling only white paper to a campus-wide service for 
more commodities, such as aluminum, office materials, plastic, cardboard, newspaper and plastic. UA phone 
books are recycled once a year in conjunction with the city’s phone book collection. These equate to a landfill 
“tipping fee” savings of $12,445.

Because Arizona’s climate is so hot, biodegradation is hampered, the experts agree.

Wilson Hughes, former co-director of the garbage studies project who is the now waste reduction planner for 

for another site to transport garbage to, but at a yearly cost of about $3 million.

One of the things that decomposes very slowly — newspaper — takes up about 50 percent of landfill space.

“In one situation, a carrot or a newspaper might last less than year, while, in another context, it could remain 

Although computers were once thought to reduce the amount of paper, Hughes says, printers have increased 
that. “We don’t know what’s going to happen in the future,” Hughes says. “Nobody knows,” Rathje adds.
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Although the garbage project’s involvement in environmental issues follows a financial trend — right now is a 
down time — the future will need the garbage experts.

“Trust me, we will be back in a year,” Rathje says. “Let’s get that decadent mentality — the mentality that says 
that we recycle, re-use to save resources — before we are forced into it. Because if we are forced into it, it is too 
late.”
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Student Pages
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MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE COMPARISONS

Type of 
Municipal 

Solid Waste

United 
States 
(1995)

United 
States 
(2009)

Your Local 
Jurisdiction (you 
provide the data)

What might account for the 
change in MSW composition 

for this category? 

Paper 37.9% 28.2%

Yard Waste 14.6 13.7

Metals 7.6 8.6

Glass 6.3 4.8

Plastics 9.5 12.3

Wood 7.0 6.5

Food Waste 6.7 14.1

Other 9.4 11.8

Garbage Pizza Table
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TABLE I: CLASS SUMMARY FOR LITTER VOLUME 

Type of Litter Bags Per Group Total
Bags

% of Total
Litter VolumeA B C D E

1. Recyclable Drink Containers  
(glass, metal, narrow-necked plastic 
bottles)

2. Recyclable Paper  
(newspaper, office, cardboard)

3. Non-Recyclable Plastic  
(including Styrofoam)

4. Non-Recyclable Paper

5. Other (tire, toy truck, shoe)

6. Special

Total

TABLE II: CLASS SUMMARY FOR LITTER MASS 

Type of Litter Kilograms Per Group Total
kilograms

% of Total
Litter MassA B C D E

1. Recyclable Drink Containers  
(glass, metal, narrow-necked plastic 
bottles)

2. Recyclable Paper
(newspaper, office, cardboard)

3. Non-recyclable Plastic
(including Styrofoam)

4. Non-Recyclable Paper

5. Other (tire, toy truck, shoe)

6. Special

Total

Data Analysis Procedure and Tables
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Data Analysis Procedure and Tables

1.    Calculate the percentage for recyclables of total litter. What percent of the total volume of litter was
       recyclable? What percent of the total mass of the litter was recyclable?

2.    Note the most common type of litter your class found. Give possible explanations for why you think 
       this was the most common type of litter.

3.    For your “special” category, write a paragraph describing how you think it got to the park and 
       why it may be harmful to the watershed.
 An example might be a Styrofoam cup, which floats and is not biodegradable, so it is very likely 
 to be washed up on shore and stay there a long time.

4.    Fill in the following histogram to show the relative amounts of each group’s “special” item collected.

 

% Recyclable

Volume

Mass

Group Item 1-9 10-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100

1

2

3

4

5

HISTOGRAM: SPECIAL ITEM CLASS TOTALS

PERCENT RECYCLABLE OUT OF TOTAL LITTER
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Group Members_______________________________________________________  Date ________________________

Performance Criteria Assessment

Points Group Teacher

1   All group data are entered, and totals are accurately determined.

2   All class data are entered, and the totals and percentages for each type of litter for the 
class data are accurately determined.

3   The histogram for the special category is completed and accurate.

4   The report begins with a detailed description of the study area and weather conditions.

5   The harmful effects of the special litter have been described.

6   The summary is clear and concise, and accurately re ects the ndings of the study.

7   Scienti c terminology and concepts are accurately explained and applied to illustrate 
major points of the report.

8   Visual aids (photographs, charts, graphs, and drawings, etc.) enhance understanding of 
the text.

9   Visuals are clearly titled, labeled, and referenced within the text.

10  Language used in the report is purposeful, descriptive, and appropriate for the 
intended audience.

Total

Teacher Comments:


